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Abstract:  Internet of things devices being used now expose limitations that can prevent their proper use in healthcare. Security and 

interoperability are impacted by some limitations. Due to this significant advancement of the Internet of things in healthcare sector the 

security, and the integrity of the medical field data became a big challenge for the healthcare sectors for the services applications. 

Index Terms - Internet of things, Internet of things in health care network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Internet of things is a concept reflects a connecting set of anyone, anything, anytime, anyplace, any service and any network.  The 

internet of things is a mega trend in next generation technologies that can impact the whole business spectrum and that can be thought of 

as it interconnected to identify the smart objects and devices by today’s internet infrastructure with extended benefits. This benefit typically 

includes the newly invented connective devices or systems that goes beyond machine-to-machine scenarios. Internet of things provides a 

lot of changes or application in smart cities, traffic, waste management structural health, security, logistics, industrial control, emergency 

services and health care services. So the Internet has it’s on potential to give rise to apply on medical field such as remote health monitoring, 

chronic diseases and elderly care. Compliance with treatment and medication at home provide an important potential application in health 

care. So there are various medical objects, sensors imaging devices and diagnostic can be viewed as smart devices or objects that core part 

of Internet. 

II. HEALTHCARE NETWORKS IN IOT 

The Iot network for health care is one of the vital elements  

 

2.1 ISSUES IN IoT HEALTHCARE NETWORK (IoThNet): 

 

 TOPOLOGY: Physical configurations, application scenarios, activities and there use case 

 ARCHITECTURE: Software organization of the system as a whole and hierarchical model reflecting. 

 PLATFORM: Library, framework and environment. 

 

2.1.1 THE IoThNet TOPOLOGY 

 

 It refers as the arrangement of different elements of an network and indicates representative scenarios of seamless healthcare environment. 

However a heterogeneous computing grid collections of vital signs and sensor data such as blood pressure, body temperature, oxygen 

saturation and so on. It transforms the heterogeneous computing and storage capability of static and mobile electronic devices such as 

laptops, medical terminals and into hybrid computing grids. 

Capturing the data form the sensors can be analyzed and stored that stored data are from various sensor and machines that became useful 

for aggregation. Based on this analyses and aggregation, caregivers can monitor patients form any locations and respond accordingly. In 

addition to the topology included a lot of network structure for supporting the medical stream videos.  

 
 

2.1.2 THE IoThNet ARCHITECTURE 
 

 The architecture refers to an outline for the specification that being in the network of physical elements, their functional   organization and 

its working principles and tools.                                 

According to the iot network concept, sensors and wearable use IPv6 and 6LoWPAN system for data transmission over the 802.15.4 

protocol. Data are then replied back by sensor nodes with the help of user data gram protocol. To introduce the mobility provision to the 

6LoWPAN a protocol for exchanging messages between the mobile patient nodes, visited network and base networks. 
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To address this mobility we have four main alternative procedures are consider: 

 Soliciting routers 

 Directed a cyclic graph  

 Directed information objects 

 Directed information solicitation 

Among these soliciting routers and the sending directed information solicitation messages represent the fastest method because the mobile 

node initiates them.  

A complex eHealth service delivery method consisting of three phases that include composition, signalization and data transmission. 

Medical devices have been considered as the vehicular networks and capturing the health data that been examined through IPv6 application 

servers.   

 

2.1.3 THE IoThNet PLATFROM  

 

The platform refers to both the network model and the computing platform. The framework that been systematic hierarchical model of how 

caregivers or agents that can be access various databases from the application layer with in the help of a supporting layer. A similar concept 

of the data center platform as the middleware between smart objects and the business layer. 

 

Importance of the standardizing interfaces across stakeholders of the network towards the design of an open platform. Main three categories 

of interface standardization to establish a cooperative esuriently system has been presented by including the hardware and software 

interfaces, health data formats and security schemes. 

The feasibility of using the virtues events driven middle ware package to support iot healthcare application is analyzed and reliable and 

scalable communications over the network at been found to the feasible through the virtues based on the xmpp a protocol for instant 

messaging even in the case of poor connectivity. A method to enable the network gateway to handle multiple users with multiple sensors. 

The tenant database layer stores multi tenant databases. It should be noted that distributed health data are organized using a resource control 

mechanism 

III. THE ROLE OF IOT IN HEALTHCARE 

Healthcare is defined as the act of taking necessary procedure to improve a persons well being. These services are offered through a 

healthcare system made of hospitals. 

There are several areas in healthcare that that play an important role on iot: 

 

 Elder care that involves tracking elderly patients at nursing home and hospitals.  

 Data gathering which is the most mature area in healthcare it involves many equipment like EKG monitor. 

 Real time location is used to track people and asset at very low cost. 

 

Another use of healthcare in iot is the mobile medical application that allows patients to list out there health data. Most of this can be 

attributed to involve the data revolution which been empowered by connecting devices such as tablets, hand held devices and wearable.  

To analysis the data collection through electronic medical records, diagnostic information gathered through images and hand held personal 

devices will enhance the decision making power.  

The healthcare sectors remain one of the fastest to adopt the Internet of things. Hospitals have been adopting the Internet for many years 

IV. IOT HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES 

4.1 IOT HEALTHCARE SERVICES 

 

The Internet of m health things 

Adverse drug reaction  

Community healthcare 

 

4.1.1 The Internet of m health things  

 

The Internet of m health things M health is nothing but mobile computing medical sensors and communication technologies for 

healthcare services. The usage of m health services has been examinees based on the potential of m health for the noninvasive sensing 

of the glucose level, and the m health architecture, implementation issues, and the challenges. 

 

4.1.2 Adverse drug reaction  

 

An adverse drug reaction is an injury taken by the medication. This happen after a single dose of drag or its prolonged administration of 

a combination of three or more drugs.  

 

4.1.3  Community healthcare 

 

Community healthcare monitoring comes with the concepts of establishing a network covering an area around a local community. It may 

be based on the network around a municipal hospital or a rural community. The concatenation of several such network that been realized 

as the cooperative network structure. This specialized service called community health care is a collective technical requirement as a 

package.   
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4.2 IOT HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS 

 

Electrocardiogram monitoring  

Glucose level sensing  

Body temperature monitoring  

 

4.2.1 Electrocardiogram monitoring  

 

The monitoring of electrocardiogram that been electrical activity of the heart recorded by electrocardiography includes the measurement 

of the simple heart rate and the basic rhythm of multifaceted arrhythmias, myocardial schema and prolonged intervals. The system 

integrates a search automation method to detect abnormal data such that cardiac function can be identified on a real timer basis. 

 

4.2.2 Glucose level sensing  

 

Diabetes is a group of metabolic diseases in which there is high level of sugar in blood over a prolonged period. Blood glucose monitoring 

reveals individual patterns of blood glucose changes and helps in the planning of meals, activities and medication times. The utility 

model are transmitted unveils devices for the transmission of collected somatic data on blood glucose based on iot network.  

 

4.2.3 Body temperature monitoring  

 

Body temperature is an essential part of health care services because body temperature is a decisive vital sign in maintenance of 

homeostasis. 

 

V. IOT HEALTHCARE SECURITY 

Iot is growing day by day by its new technologies. By the next few years the medical field sectors is expected to witness the widespread 

adoption of the iot and new health iot application and devices.  

Healthcare applications and devices are deals with private sectors by giving the personal data of healthcare. So by addition some smart 

devices are connected for the global information network for their access time. 

 

5.1 SECURITY CHALLENGES  

 

Computational limitations 

 

Memory limitations  

 

Energy limitations  

 

Scalability  

 

Communication media  

 

Multiplicity of devices 

 

5.2 IOT HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGIES  
 

There are a lot of technologies for iot based healthcare solution and it is little bit difficult to analyses the list. These are some technologies 

used: 

 

 

5.2.1 Cloud computing  

 

The cloud computing is based on healthcare technologies that can access shared resources offering services upon on request over the 

network and executing operation on various field.  

 

5.2.2 Grid computing  

 

The insufficient computational capability of medical sensor nodes can be addressed by introducing gird computing to the ubiquitous 

healthcare network. Grid computing more accurately cluster computing can be viewed as the backbone of cloud computing. 

 

 5.3 HOW TO SECURE IOT IN HEALTHCARE 

 

Healthcare communities have accepted the facts that been a part of their future.  

 

 Security measures should be incorporated into the design of the iot devices this includes conducting a risk assessment before         the 

device for the usage in markets and measures acquires of building devices. 

 Make sure that authentication is properly followed device that access the limitation of the devices to send the information’s that been 

collected and device to device communications. 

 A defense in depth strategy should be implemented where several layers of security is in place to protect against specific risk. 
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 Establish culture of security where the employees are trained to recognize the vulnerabilities.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

So we understood that iot network or the devices by the iot stays safe and help to reduce the cost and it makes to perform the functions 

more essayer.  

So it is more important to make conform that the network runs properly give response to the critical information that been needed at that 

time while everything secure.  

This can be accomplished with inferable security policies and solutions that been focus on configuration assessments, malware defenses, 

vulnerabilities as well as there monitoring activities. 
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